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Chapter 96
Seeing her like this, Sebastian Mu frowned. He can’t say that he is a good man, but to
Ling Xiaoyun… He doesn’t feel much guilt, because he has never really used his heart.
“Well, Xiao Yun, today is the celebration reception, that’s it!” Sebastian Mu said.
“Then are you still angry with me?” Ling Xiaoyun asked while looking at Sebastian Mu.
Looking at Ling Xiaoyun, Sebastian Mu frowned, “Xiaoyun, give me some time, we all
calm down!” Upon hearing this, Ling Xiaoyun was taken aback and watched Sebastian
Mu not reflect for a long time, “What do you mean? Yes, do you want to break up?”
“I just said, calm down for a few days!” Sebastian Mu said calmly.
Ling Xiaoyun shook his head, “No, I don’t want to calm down, Sedum, don’t be angry,
OK!” Seeing her like this, Sebastian Mu frowned.
“I know, that matter, I was wrong, I was wrong, OK, don’t be angry with me!” Ling
Xiaoyun looked at Sebastian Mu and said. Hearing her say this, Sebastian Mu frowned,
“You went to be a judge for this!?” Sebastian Mu asked suddenly. Hearing Sebastian
Mu’s words, Ling Xiaoyun shook his head, “No, my dad asked me to go!”
“Why did you do that?” Sebastian Mu asked back.
“I don’t know, I just don’t like you walking with Amy Xia, Sedum, believe me, I really
didn’t mean it, I…
I didn’t know what was wrong, so I did it!” Ling Xiaoyun was in a mess. Say.
“I just want you to separate from Amy Xia, there really is no other meaning!”
“Xiao Yun, I always thought you were a person with a clear distinction between public
and private.
I didn’t mean to ask you to help me, but I didn’t expect you to be that way. Do, do you
know the meaning of that game to me?” Sebastian Mu asked back.

Listening to Sebastian Mu’s words, Ling Xiaoyun was stunned. She knew that Sebastian
Mu had always wanted to cooperate with Alexia on the case.
Amy Xia then reflected, “I didn’t think so much…I’m sorry, Sebastian, I’m really sorry…”
Seeing Ling Xiaoyun apologize over and over again, Sebastian Mu frowned.
“Really don’t want to make me angry?”
“Hmm!” Ling Xiaoyun nodded repeatedly.
“Okay, don’t bother with Amy Xia in the future!” Sebastian Mu said while watching Ling
Xiaoyun. Hearing this, Ling Xiaoyun was taken aback, and looked at Sebastian Mu in
disbelief, “You, are you really in love with her?” Thinking of this possibility, Ling Xiaoyun
felt that her heart was about to hurt.
“It has nothing to do with this!” Sebastian Mu said.
“What is that?” Ling Xiaoyun asked while looking at him.
After Amy Xia came out, his eyes were all around her. How can she believe that he is
not in love with her? “After winning the championship, Alexia signed a contract with me
and designated Amy Xia as the chief designer for that case, so I must keep her now!”
Sebastian Mu watched her halting each word. Say.
Ling Xiaoyun looked at Sebastian Mu, blinked his eyes, half-believing, “Is it just because
of this?”
“Otherwise?” Ling Xiaoyun nodded again and again, “Okay, I believe you, as long as
you say it, I believe it!” Ling Xiaoyun said .
In love, for Sebastian Mu, she is willing to give in to everything. However, what she
didn’t know was that love was originally a mutual affair, and there was no need for one
party to let go of self-esteem to love.
Maybe, it was not love.

Chapter 97
Soon, the reception began.
All the people gathered together.
Look at the lights on the stage. First, the host made a few polite remarks, and then
Sebastian Mu, but Sebastian Mu was not in front of him, helplessly, the host directly
asked Amy Xia to go up and give a speech.

Amy Xia was always on the side, ready at any time. When the host called her, she went
straight up. Standing on the stage, a sapphire blue dress set off her figure more slender.
The calm atmosphere on her body made people feel very comfortable and quiet.
“Hello everyone, I am Amy Xia, the representative designer of Chow Company. First of
all, thank you all for coming to our company’s celebration party!” Amy Xia said
generously on stage.
In fact, she wanted to delay time and wait for Sebastian Mu to appear.
After everyone applauded, Sebastian Mu still didn’t show up.
At this time, Amy Xia continued.
“I am also very surprised to win the championship.
I don’t have any championship testimonials.
I just want to say, thank my mentor, my company, my boss, and thank them for giving
me the opportunity!” Amy Xia was on stage Said calmly. From the following perspective,
Amy Xia is extremely beautiful.
At this time, Sam Xia was also standing aside, holding a glass of red wine in his hand,
watching Amy Xia on the stage, eyes condensed on her body, the corner of her mouth
also raised a wistful smile…
At this moment, the door appeared. Two figures. When she saw the person inside, the
woman couldn’t help but speak, “Amy Xia?”
“Summer, I read that right, right? That person is Amy Xia, right?” The woman said
excitedly.
Amy Xia is Amy Xia’s father, and the woman is Amy Xia’s mother, Daisy Xu. When she
sees the people on stage, she nods, “Of course it is. Who else would she have!?”
“When did she come back?”
“How do I know!” said, two people walked in.
At this time, Sam Xia just turned his head and saw them at a glance.
“Dad, Mom, why are you here?” Sam Xia asked.
“Can’t we come?” Summer replied.
In any case, he is also the president of Xia Shi Group, and he will definitely be invited.
Especially, Sebastian Mu is still his former son-in-law and will definitely invite them! Sam
Xia didn’t speak.

At this time, Sam Xia looked at Amy Xia on the stage, “Sam, did you know that Xiaoxi
was back?” Looking at the people on stage, Sam Xia frowned, and finally nodded
helplessly.
“Yes…” Looking at Sam Xia’s appearance, I knew that they had deliberately kept it from
them.
“Amy Xia is back, why don’t you tell us!”
“Dad, mom, listen to me, Amy Xia didn’t tell you, there is a reason…” Sam Xia said,
explaining for Amy Xia.
“Is there any reason, we are her parents, does she want to hide from us?” Daisy Xu
said.
As soon as Daisy Xu finished speaking, Sebastian Mu appeared behind her.
Sebastian Mu heard what she said just now.
Is Amy Xia their daughter?

Chapter 98
If he remembers correctly, the Xia family has only one daughter, and, three years ago,
she married him…
Amy Xia, Sam Xia? He should have thought of it long ago! Amy Xia, Amy Xia…
At this time, he tried his best to search for this name in his mind, but indeed, he can’t
remember what his ex-wife was called, but they were 100% sure that Amy Xia was his
ex-wife! Thinking of this, he looked at Amy Xia on the stage with a sneer at the corner of
his mouth. The deep eyes narrowed slightly, as if something was brewing… While Sam
Xia said something to Nelson Xia and Daisy Xu, the two of them frowned. , Still nodded,
although this thing is a bit outrageous, but they can’t say anything now.
I really didn’t expect Amy Xia to come back and work at Sebastian Mu again! At this
moment, Sebastian Mu’s voice sounded behind him.
“Ms.
Xia, Mrs.
Xia, you are here!?” At this time, Sebastian Mu walked up with a wicked smile.
Sebastian Mu’s voice and his aura gave people a kind of oppression invisibly. Hearing
Sebastian Mu’s voice, Xia Tian turned his head to Daisy Xu, and when he saw him, he
was slightly taken aback.

At this time, Sebastian Mu’s eyes looked at Sam Xia on one side, “Sam Xia? Welcome!”
When Sam Xia saw Sebastian Mu, the corner of his mouth hooked, “Mr. Mu’s
celebration party, why don’t we come!? At this time, Nelson Xia also looked at Sebastian
Mu.
Although he has now divorced Amy Xia, it was true that the Mu family helped Xia Shi
Group two years ago.
After all, Sebastian Mu had nothing to owe Amy Xia except a little restlessness.
After all, at the beginning, they were not willing to marry! “Yes, why don’t we come to
your celebration reception?” Xia said.
“Welcome very much!” Sebastian Mu said. Fortunately they are here, otherwise he
doesn’t know how long he was concealed.
Sebastian Mu’s voice has a strange tone of Yin and Yang.
“By the way, how’s your father?” Xia Jia said often.
“My dad is very nice and miss his daughter-in-law!” Sebastian Mu said leisurely, he did it
on purpose. Hearing this, Nelson Xia was stunned with Daisy Xu, and even Sam Xia on
one side was stunned.
“Where is my ex-wife? Although we are already divorced, I would like to see her one day,
but I would like to see her!” Sebastian Mu said with a smile.
Sebastian Mu was actually good at disguising. He was already about to explode with
anger, but he looked like he didn’t do anything. He just didn’t play the cards according to
common sense and was a little bit more serious.
“She…” Daisy Xu thought for a while and said, “She has already gone abroad and is not
in the country, so there is no way to come over!” When she said this, she didn’t have
enough confidence.
After speaking, she looked at Nelson Xia. Summer said nothing. Two years later, they
had met several times, but every time Sebastian Mu saw him, he couldn’t wait to avoid
him. He didn’t expect him to ask Amy Xia today. Summer was silent, saying nothing.
And Sebastian Mu smiled at the corner of his mouth, and nodded if Ruowu, “So…”
Daisy Xu smiled awkwardly, without saying anything.
At this moment, Sebastian Mu smiled deeply, “Well, you guys first Let’s talk slowly, I
have something to do, let’s go busy!” Nelson Xia nodded quickly, “Okay, go and do it!”
Sebastian Mu nodded, raised his eyebrows, glanced at one side of Sam Xia and left
without saying anything. .
At this time, Amy Xia was still talking on stage.

Chapter 99
Where Amy Xia stood, I couldn’t see Father Xia and Mother Xia, let alone see Sebastian
Mu talking to Father Xia and Mother Xia.
It wasn’t until Sebastian Mu approached that Amy Xia saw him as if he was saved.
However, she felt a little strange when she saw Sebastian Mu. Because he felt that
Sebastian Mu’s eyes were full of deep chill.
Amy Xia thought, did she offend him in any way? Or is it because of Ling Xiaoyun?
However, at the moment, she didn’t care about so much.
Amy Xia wanted to end the topic quickly and went on. However, before she finished
speaking, Sebastian Mu walked up.
Amy Xia was taken aback for a moment, and then swiftly spoke to cooperate, “Let’s let
us, Mr. Mu, tell everyone!” At this moment, Sebastian Mu walked over and looked at
Amy Xia’s eyes, the secretive eyes exuding a long and long light.
“Actually, there is nothing to say, thank you Miss Xia for winning the championship for
our company again!” Amy Xia stood there, always feeling that Sebastian Mu looked at
her eyes very strange, is she worried? This is, the host came over, “Then Mr. Mu will
give Amy Xia an award!” Awarding? Is there still this link? Sebastian Mu smiled, so the
etiquette handed over a sign.
It says one hundred thousand.
“Miss Xia, thank you for winning the championship for our company!” Sebastian Mu said,
and then stretched out his hand to shake.
Only then did Amy Xia know that he still had one hundred thousand yuan in prize money
to win the championship.
Looking at Sebastian Mu, Amy Xia smiled and reached out and shook it.
After leaving the program, after doing the things that should be done, Sebastian Mu
looked at them, “Okay, thank you all for coming. Next, everyone eats, drinks, and plays
well.
If there is any improper hospitality, I hope everyone Include!” Sebastian Mu said very
officially.
After speaking, Sebastian Mu went on, and Amy Xia also went on.
In fact, the reception is just going through such a procedure. The people below, continue
the chat that should be chatting, and the relationship of the relationship.
Amy Xia had just come down and had no time to rest.

At this time, the music started.
I don’t know who yelled over there.
“Mr. Mu, do you want to dance with your champion?” the host on the stage said, “This is
the first dance.
It symbolizes beauty and Chow is flourishing!” Amy Xia heard it as soon as she was
about to eat. Such a sentence.
Is someone trying to fix her? Sebastian Mu thinks that this is a very good note.
Looking at Amy Xia, he walked slowly over, and then very gentlemanly extended his
hand, “Miss Xia, can I invite you to dance?”
“I…”
“Dance, dance!” At this time, some people spoke in agreement, and some even tapped.
If she refuses, will she die miserably? No one can refuse at this time. Even if he doesn’t
think about himself, he still has to think about the other person. Besides, the other party
is Sebastian Mu.
If you refuse him, she will die miserably. Therefore, Amy Xia smiled at the corner of her
mouth under the beat of everyone, and finally put her hand on Sebastian Mu’s hand.
The two held hands and walked towards the center. The music sounded slowly, and as
soon as the two of them walked in between, Sebastian Mu suddenly stretched out his
hand, hugged her waist, and took her into his arms.
Amy Xia was taken aback for a moment, fell into his arms, raised her eyes, and looked
at Sebastian Mu, but Sebastian Mu’s deep eyes looked straight at her…

Chapter 100
At that moment, Amy Xia’s heart beat fiercely. Why, he felt that Sebastian Mu’s eyes
were strange.
Letting the Buddha go, you have to see through her.
Amy Xia retracted her gaze, and then said, “Mr. Mu, don’t you think that dancing like this
is too close?” Amy Xia looked at Sebastian Mu and asked.
Sebastian Mu looked straight at her, his narrow eyes looked straight at her, and then
asked, “Are you there?”
“Yes!” Amy Xia said directly.
I always feel that Sebastian Mu tonight is unspeakable. What’s wrong? She can’t say i.

“Isn’t that all about dancing?” Sebastian Mu asked leisurely. But every word he said,
Amy Xia felt that he gritted his teeth.
Is it her illusion? The closer he got, the more Amy Xia backed away.
“Mr. Mu, do you dance with people, do you stick to them?” Amy Xia frowned and asked
a little displeased.
Sebastian Mu did not speak.
Amy Xia frowned, just want to end this music soon! However, Amy Xia didn’t see at all,
the man in front of her wanted to kill her. The two were dancing, Amy Xia didn’t look at
him, but Sebastian Mu’s eyes remained stuck to her, Amy Xia didn’t know what to do.
At this moment, he turned his head and saw Ling Xiaoyun.
Ling Xiaoyun stood there, looking at them angrily.
It seems that I have misunderstood again! At this time, Amy Xia turned her head and
looked at Sebastian Mu, “Mr. Mu, your girlfriend is looking at you!”
“Really?” Sebastian Mu raised his eyebrows and asked rhetorically, with a tone of
inattention, as if he didn’t care.
Listening to Sebastian Mu’s voice, Amy Xia felt that something was wrong with
Sebastian Mu this evening. To be correct, when I went out with Ling Xiaoyun and came
back, something went wrong.
“Yes, are you afraid of her being angry?” Amy Xia asked back.
“Why should I be afraid?” Sebastian Mu asked back.
Listening to Sebastian Mu’s words, Amy Xia frowned, still feeling that something was
wrong there.
Is this man unkind or too confident? The two stood there, dancing, chatting with each
other. From his words, Amy Xia felt that Sebastian Mu’s mind was not on Ling Xiaoyun’s
body at all.
“You’re so sweet!” Amy Xia said suddenly. Hearing this, Sebastian Mu’s mouth suddenly
evoked a smile, “Impressive?”
“Is it not?” Amy Xia asked back. Knowing that Ling Xiaoyun would misunderstand, and
still pulling her to dance here, he didn’t even think about Ling Xiaoyun’s feelings.
At this moment, Sebastian Mu suddenly spoke and looked at her, “Amy Xia, have you
lied to me?” Hearing this, Amy Xia was taken aback, her heart beating slowly, looked at
Sebastian Mu, and asked, “What do you mean?”

“You said, if you lied to me, how should I punish you?” Mu Sebastian still asked leisurely,
that voice was like Satan from hell, cold and sharp.
Amy Xia had a bad feeling, but she didn’t dare to say much.
“It’s natural that I want to lie to you, we are nothing, why can’t we lie to you?” Amy Xia
asked, looking at him. Nothing? Hearing this, Sebastian Mu’s mouth evoked a wicked
smile…

